We present new sets of pion and kaon fragmentation functions obtained in NLO combined analyses of single-inclusive hadron production in electron-positron annihilation, proton-proton collisions, and deep-inelastic lepton-proton scattering with either pions or kaons identified in the final state. At variance with all previous fits, the present analyses take into account data where hadrons of different electrical charge are identified, which allow to discriminate quark from anti-quark fragmentation functions without the need of non trivial flavor symmetry assumptions. The resulting sets are in good agreement with all data analyzed, which cover a much wider kinematical range than in previous fits. An extensive use of the Lagrange multiplier technique is made in order to assess the uncertainties in the extraction of the fragmentation functions and the synergy from the complementary data sets in our global analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The hadronization process turns partons produced in hard-scattering reactions into the physical, colorless, non perturbative hadronic bound states towards any hard interaction ultimately develops. Within the standard framework of leading-twist collinear QCD [1] , processes with an observed hadron in the final-state can be described in terms of perturbative hard scattering cross sections and certain non-perturbative but universal functions: parton distributions, accounting for the partonic structure of the hadrons in the initial state just before the interaction, and fragmentation functions, encoding the details of the subsequent hadronization process [2] .
These three ingredients are therefore the pillars of the perturbative QCD (pQCD) description of hard interactions; their precise knowledge has been crucial for its success in the past, and is imperative for the ongoing and future high energy research programs [3] . In the last few years, the improvement in each of these key areas has been remarkable. Higher order QCD calculations have been explored and validated for most processes up to next-to-leading order (NLO) accuracy, and are currently being extended even beyond that point for some observables [4] .
The knowledge on parton distributions has become increasingly precise as a result of two decades of a wide variety of high precision measurements, and strenuous efforts to update and enlarge periodically the corresponding QCD analyses [5, 6] . State-of-the-art sets of parton densities agree with each other well within the already fairly small estimated uncertainties, and provide a picture of the proton structure fully consistent with the data. For most observables, the differences arising from the use of one or another modern set of parton densities are negligibly small compared with the uncertainties in their measurement or from unknown higher order corrections.
Also fragmentation functions have been rapidly evolving, following the path of parton densities, however, without attaining yet the precision of the latter [7, 8, 9, 10] . Most of the information used to determine these distributions comes essentially from electron-positron annihilation into charged hadrons. These data have the important advantages of being very precise, thanks to high statistics measurements from CERN-LEP and at SLAC [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and clean, in the sense that the corresponding cross sections have no dependence on parton densities.
In spite of these advantages, electron-positron annihilation data suffer from many shortcomings. In the first place, the data give per se no information on how to disentangle quark from anti-quark fragmentation as they always refer to the charge sum for a certain hadron species, e.g., π
+ + π − . The information on how the individual quark flavors fragment into hadrons depends crucially on so-called "tagging" techniques and the underlying assumptions implemented in the Monte-Carlo generators employed [14] . In addition to that, at the mass scale of the Z-boson, i.e., for the bulk of the electronpositron annihilation data, all electro-weak couplings become roughly equal and thus only flavor singlet combinations of fragmentation functions can be determined.
Also the gluon fragmentation is not exceedingly well constrained, since the sub-leading NLO corrections for electron-positron annihilation are too weak to determine it; quark-gluon mixing in the scale evolution of fragmentation functions is not enough of a constraint either, due to the lack of precise enough data at energy scales away from the Z-resonance. The data also become considerably less accurate and sparse at large hadron energy fractions, leading to large uncertainties in that region.
Fortunately, in the last few years several one-particle inclusive measurements coming from both proton-proton collisions and deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering have matured enough as to yield complementary information on the fragmentation process with competing precision [18, 19, 20, 21, 22 ]. These measurements not only probe fragmentation in a complementary energy regime, but also weigh quite differently contributions of individual parton flavors in the hadronization process.
Including these data in the extraction of fragmentation functions, not only increases statistics but, most importantly, yields a much more complete picture of the fragmentation process. For example, the complementary information allows to relax and test certain rather stringent assumptions on the flavor symmetry of fragmentation functions usually made. One can also make an independent check of the flavor tagging techniques implemented in electron-positron annihilation, and, ultimately, scrutinize the fundamental ideas of QCD factorization and the universality of the fragmentation functions.
In this paper, we perform for the first time such a more comprehensive global QCD analysis to obtain new sets of pion and kaon fragmentation functions in agreement with the wealth of electron-positron annihilation data and also electron-proton and proton-proton observables. The latter were either impossible to calculate with previous sets or just not reproduced by them. As it should be expected, our new sets agree with previous extractions [7, 8, 9, 10] in aspects of fragmentation functions which are actually determined well by electron-positron data but show significant differences otherwise.
In order to asses the uncertainties in the resulting fragmentation functions, associated with both the uncertainties in the data and the theoretical estimate of the observables, we have made an extensive use of the Lagrange multiplier method [23] . We study in detail the profiles of the χ 2 -function that quantifies the agreement between the set of fragmentation functions, more specifically their moments, and the data. This procedure gives a clear picture of the relative uncertainty for each quark flavor and the gluon, which are found to be about 3% and 10% for "favored" (valence) fragmentation functions in pions and kaons, respectively, and of the order of 10% and 20% for the respective "unfavored" (sea) fragmentation functions. The method allows also to assess the role and interplay of the various data sets in constraining the different fragmentation functions, illustrating the synergy characteristic of a global analysis.
In the following Section, we briefly summarize the QCD framework for fragmentation functions and the different single-inclusive hadron production processes included in the global analysis. In Sec. III, we outline the details of the analysis, discussing our choice for the functional form used to parametrize the fragmentation functions at the initial scale of the scale evolution, and the data sets included in the fit. We also outline the implementation of the Mellin transform method for a fast evaluation of the NLO cross sections, and the Lagrange multiplier technique for assessing uncertainties. In Sec. IV we discuss in great detail our results for both pion and for kaon fragmentation functions and their uncertainties. We briefly summarize our results in Sec. V.
II. QCD FRAMEWORK FOR FRAGMENTATION FUNCTIONS AND SINGLE-INCLUSIVE HADRON PRODUCTION
The pQCD framework for single-inclusive hadron production in electron-positron annihilation, lepton-nucleon deep-inelastic scattering, and hadron-hadron collisions is in place for quite some time now, and calculations at NLO accuracy are "state-of-the-art" throughout. In each case one exploits the factorization theorem [1] , which states that the cross section can be decomposed into appropriate convolutions of perturbatively calculable partonic hard scattering cross sections and certain combinations of non-perturbative parton distribution and fragmentation functions. We can restrict ourselves to a brief summary of theoretical framework relevant for our global QCD analysis of fragmentation functions to set up our notation in which we closely follow Refs. [24] and [25] .
A. Properties of Fragmentation Functions
A field theoretical definition of fragmentation functions D H f in terms of bi-local operators was given in Ref. [2] and reads for quarks (up to kinematical pre-factors)
and similarly for gluons. P and P ′ denote the necessary gauge-links to render (1) gauge-invariant. The simple parton model interpretation of D H f (z) as the probability for a parton f to produce a hadron H with fraction z of its momentum is recovered in light-cone gauge where P = P ′ = 1. Since a specific hadron H with light-cone momentum P + H is observed in the final-state, a local operator product expansion (OPE) does not apply. For fully inclusive parton densities, the OPE is the basis for first principle computations of some of their integer moments within "lattice QCD". Similar calculations cannot be pursued for fragmentation functions.
The scale dependence of the fragmentation functions D H f is calculable in pQCD and governed by renormalization group equations very similar to those for parton densities. For instance, the singlet evolution equation schematically reads
where
andP
is the matrix of the singlet timelike evolution kernels. The NLO splitting functions P (T ) ij have been computed in [26, 27] or can be related to the corresponding spacelike kernels by proper analytic continuation [28] .
The range of applicability for fragmentation functions as defined above is severely limited to medium-to-large values of z. On the one hand, the timelike evolution kernels in (4) develop a strong singular behavior as z → 0, and, on the other hand, the produced hadrons are considered to be massless. More specifically, the splitting functions P (T ) gq (z) and P (T ) gg (z) have a dominant, large logarithmic piece ≃ ln 2 z/z in their NLO part, which ultimately leads to negative fragmentation functions for z ≪ 1 in the course of the Q 2 evolution and, perhaps, to unphysical, negative cross sections, even if the evolution starts with positive distributions at some scale Q 0 < Q. At small z, also finite mass corrections proportional to M H /(sz 2 ) become more and more important. While there are ways to resum the singular small-z behavior to all orders in α s , there is no systematic or unique way to correct for finite hadron masses, for instance by introducing some "re-scaled" variable z ′ in SIA. Inseparably entwined with mass effects are other power corrections or "dynamical higher twists".
Anyway, including small-z resummations or mass corrections in one way or the other in the analysis of hadron production rates is not compatible with the factorization theorem and the definition of fragmentation functions outlined above. "Resummed" or "mass corrected" fragmentation functions should not be used with fixed order expressions for, say, the semi-inclusive deep-inelastic production of a hadron, eN → e ′ HX, discussed in Sec. II C. Therefore we limit ourselves in our global analysis to kinematical regions where mass corrections and the influence of the singular small-z behavior of the evolution kernels is negligible. It turns out that a cut z > z min = 0.05 (0.1) is sufficient for data on pion (kaon) production.
Finally, conservation of the momentum of the fragmenting parton f in the hadronization process is summarized by a sum rule stating that
i.e., each parton will fragment with 100% probability into some hadron H. Equation (5) is compatible with the evolution kernels in the MS scheme, although not for each individual contribution
. Of course, the sum rule (5) should be dominated, perhaps almost saturated, by the fragmentation into the lightest hadrons such as pions and kaons. The unstable small-z behavior, however, prevents Eq. (5) from being a viable constraint in a global analysis. Only truncated moments
2 ) are meaningful.
B. Single-inclusive e + e − Annihilation
The cross sections for the single-inclusive e + e − annihilation (SIA) into a specific hadron H,
at a center-of-mass system (c.m.s.) energy √ s and integrated over the production angle can be written as [29, 30] 
The energy E H of the observed hadron scaled to the beam energy Q/2 = √ s/2 is denoted by z ≡ 2p H · q/Q 2 = 2E H / √ s with Q being the momentum of the intermediate γ or Z boson.
is the total cross section for e + e − → hadrons including its NLO O(α s ) correction and σ 0 = 4πα 2 (Q 2 )/s. The sums in (7) and (8) run over the n f active quark flavors q, and theê q are the corresponding appropriate electroweak charges (see App. A of Ref. [24] for details).
To NLO accuracy, the unpolarized "time-like" structure functions
with ⊗ denoting a standard convolution. The relevant NLO coefficient functions C 1,L q,g in the MS scheme can be found in App. A of Ref. [24] .
We note that the longitudinal structure function F L in Eq.(10) receives its leading nonzero (finite and scheme independent) contribution at O(α s ). We treat, however, the O(α s ) expressions in (10) as sub-leading (=NLO) in calculations of the total (longitudinal plus transverse) cross section (7) . For predictions of only the longitudinal cross section at NLO, the O(α 2 s ) corrections [26] should be included. However, such measurements are not available for identified pions or kaons considered in this analysis.
C. Semi-Inclusive Deep-Inelastic Scattering
The cross section for the semi-inclusive deep-inelastic production of a hadron, eN → e ′ HX, is proportional to certain combinations of both the parton distributions of the nucleon N and the fragmentation functions for the hadron H. It can be written in factorized form in a way very similar to the fully inclusive DIS case [24, 29, 30, 31] :
with x and y denoting the usual DIS scaling variables (Q 2 = sxy), and where [29, 30] z H ≡ p H · p N /p N · q with an obvious notation of the four-momenta, and with −q 2 ≡ Q 2 . Strictly speaking, Eq. (11) and the variable z H only apply to hadron production in the current fragmentation region. This is usually ensured by a cut x F > 0 on the Feynman-variable representing the fractional longitudinal c.m.s. momentum. If necessary, target fragmentation could be accounted for by transforming to the variable [31, 32] z H → z ≡ EH EN (1−x) , the energies E H , E N defined in the c.m.s. frame of the nucleon and the virtual photon, and by introducing the so-called "fracture functions" [32] .
The structure functions
with the NLO (MS) coefficient functions C 1,L ij [24, 29, 30, 31] .
In our global analysis of fragmentation functions we will make use of (preliminary) data for charged pion and charged kaon multiplicities taken by the HERMES experiment [18] . The multiplicities (1/N DIS )dN H /dzdQ 2 are defined as the ratio of the semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (SIDIS) cross section (11) in a certain bin of, say, Q 2 and z, to the totally inclusive DIS rate. The particular value of this data in the global analysis emerges from the sensitivity to individual quark and anti-quark flavors in the fragmentation process which is not accessible from e + e − annihilation.
D. Hadron-Hadron Collisions
The single-inclusive production of a hadron H at high transverse momentum p T in hadron-hadron collisions is also amenable to QCD perturbation theory. Up to corrections suppressed by inverse powers of p T , the differential cross section can be written in factorized form as [25, 33] 
where the sum is over all contributing partonic channels a + b → c + X, with dσ c ab the associated partonic cross section. dσ c ab can be expanded as a power series in the strong coupling α s and the O(α 3 s ) NLO corrections are available [25, 33] . As always, the factorized structure (14) forces one to introduce into the calculation scales of the order of the hard scale in the reaction -but not specified further by the theory -that separate the short-and longdistance contributions. We have suppressed the explicit dependence on these renormalization and factorization scales in Eq. (14) , for details, see, e.g., Ref. [25] .
In studies and quantitative analyzes of hadronic cross sections, NLO corrections are of particular importance and generally indispensable in order to arrive at a firm theoretical prediction for (14) . Since NLO corrections are known to be significant, LO approximations usually significantly undershoot the available data. In addition, hadronic reactions suffer from much enhanced theoretical uncertainties than the reactions described above due to the presence of more non-perturbative, scale dependent functions. The dependence on the unphysical factorization and renormalization scales can be only controlled and quantified at NLO (or beyond).
As will be discussed below, the special value of hadronic cross sections in a global analysis of fragmentation functions is their enhanced sensitivity to the gluon fragmentation function through the dominance of gg → gX processes for hadrons produced at low-to-medium transverse momenta and their sensitivity to fragmentation at very high z. Charge separated data for H = π 
III. OUTLINE OF THE ANALYSIS
In this Section, we outline the details of our analysis. More specifically, we discuss our choice of parametrization, the selection of data sets, treatment of experimental normalization uncertainties, and how we determine the parameters by means of a global χ 2 minimization. We also briefly sketch how we make use of Mellin moments to include exact NLO expressions for the cross sections (7), (11) , and (14) in our analysis and how we assess uncertainties in the extraction of fragmentation functions with the help of the Lagrange multiplier technique.
A. Parametrization
All recent analyses of fragmentation functions are based exclusively on SIA data [7, 8, 9, 10] and have chosen the most simple functional form
at some initial scale µ 0 for the Q 2 -evolution (2). The structure of the SIA cross section (7)- (10) allows to extract only information on D
from data (similarly for kaons). Without assumptions it is impossible to distinguish "favored" or "valence" from "unfavored" or "sea" fragmentation, for instance,
where |π + = |ud . This is a serious limitation of all present analyses [7, 8, 9, 10] , as the obtained fragmentation functions cannot be used to compare to a wealth of recent data on the production of charged pions and kaons in SIDIS [18] or proton-proton collisions [21] . In Ref. [7] a linear suppression factor D
was assumed to break this "deadlock". This was later shown to be in fair agreement with charged pion multiplicities in SIDIS from HERMES [18] within a LO combined analysis of SIA and SIDIS data [34] ; see also Fig. 4 and discussions below.
In our global analysis we will determine for the first time individual fragmentation functions for quark and anti-quarks for all flavors as well as gluons from data. To accommodate also the experimental information from lepton-nucleon and hadron-hadron scattering data, we adopt a somewhat more flexible input distribution than in [7, 8, 9, 10 ] 
δi in Eq. (15) considerably improves the quality of the global fit, closely related to the fact that the analysis of fragmentation functions is restricted to mediumto-large z. Accordingly, additional power terms in z, emphasizing the small z region, have little or no impact on the fit and are not pursued further. The initial scale µ 0 for the Q 2 -evolution is taken to be µ 0 = 1 GeV in our analysis.
Since the initial fragmentation functions (15) at scale µ 0 should not involve more free parameters than can be extracted from data, we have to impose, however, certain relations upon the individual fragmentation functions for pions and kaons. We have checked in each case that relaxing these assumptions indeed does not significantly improve the χ 2 of the fit of presently available data to warrant any additional parameters. In detail, for {u,ū, d,d} → π + we impose isospin symmetry for the sea fragmentation functions, i.e.,
but we allow for slightly different normalizations in the q +q sum:
For strange quarks it is assumed that
with N ′ independent of z. It is worth noticing that assuming N = N ′ = 1 [7, 10] in Eqs. (17) and (18), respectively, SIA data alone allow to distinguish between favored and unfavored fragmentation functions in principle. We shall scrutinize the compatibility of these assumptions with SIDIS and hadronic scattering data in Sec. IV F. At any rate, their impact on the assessment of uncertainties of fragmentation functions is highly non trivial.
For charged kaons we fit D 
We adopt the functional form (15) also for the fragmentation of heavy charm and bottom quarks into charged pions and kaons but setting γ i = 0. As in [7, 8, 9 , 10] we assume that D 
are sensitive, however, to charm and bottom fragmentation in the analysis. Neither the charged pion or kaon multiplicities in SIDIS nor hadron production data from proton-proton collisions at RHIC receive any noticeable contribution from heavy quark fragmentation. Therefore the massless approximation outlined above, also adopted in [7, 8, 9, 10] , appears to be sufficient for the time being. However, we note that a dynamical, parameter-free generation of the heavy flavor component to light meson fragmentation functions based on NLO matching conditions has been developed recently in [35] . This might prove to be a viable alternative to the presently adopted framework in the future.
Thus in total we have to determine 23 (24) parameters in the global χ 2 analysis describing the hadronization of quarks and gluons into positively charged pions (kaons). Corresponding fragmentation functions into π − , K − are obtained as usual by charge conjugation and those for neutral pions by assuming D
We numerically solve the renormalization group equation in NLO
with β 0 = 11−2n f /3 and β 1 = 102−38n f /3 to determine the running of the strong coupling. The number of active flavors n f is increased upon crossing the heavy flavor thresholds at µ 2 = m 
B. Selection of Data Sets
The parameters describing the fragmentation functions for pions and kaons at scale µ 0 in Eq. (15) are determined by a standard χ 2 minimization for N data points, where
E i is the measured value of a given observable, δE i the error associated with this measurement, and T i is the corresponding theoretical estimate for a given set of parameters in (15) . Since the full error correlation matrices are not available for most of the data entering the global analysis, we take, as usual [7, 8, 9, 10] , the statistical and systematical errors in quadrature in δE i .
In (21) we use charged pion and kaon production data in SIA from TPC [15] at √ s = 29 GeV, SLD [16] , ALEPH [11] , DELPHI [12] , and OPAL [13] , all at √ s = M Z . To further constrain fragmentation functions through scale evolution, we also use data from TASSO [17] at intermediate c.m.s. energies of √ s = 33 and 44 GeV, which suffer, however, from rather large experimental uncertainties as compared to the other SIA data listed above. Other measurements of SIA [38] have too large experimental uncertainties and hence are not used in our analysis. Because of the conceptual problem with fragmentation functions at small z outlined in Sec. II A, the cut z min = 0.05 (0.1) is imposed for all pion (kaon) data sets. Besides these fully inclusive measurements also "flavor tagged" SIA results are available, where the quark flavor refers to the primarypair created by the intermediate photon or Z-boson. ALEPH [11] , DELPHI [12] , and TPC [15] provide tagged results distinguishing between the sum of light u, d, s quarks, charm, and bottom events. This information is of particular value for the flavor decomposition, as the fully inclusive, "untagged" data mainly constrain the flavor singlet combination D H Σ (z) on the Z-resonance due overwhelming statistical precision of the LEP and SLD data and the fact thatê
On the downside, flavor tagged results can neither be measured directly nor can they be unambiguously interpreted and calculated in pQCD. Flavor enriched samples are unfolded based on Monte-Carlo simulations estimating the flavor composition of the data sets. For heavy flavor tagged data, a further complication arises due to possible contaminations by weak decay channels. In our analysis, we obtain the corresponding theoretical results T i by summing in Eqs. (7)- (10) only over those flavors which are tagged experimentally. At NLO this accounts for gluon radiation as well as the possibility that not the original (anti-)quark but the radiated gluon produces the observed hadron.
In addition to the flavor tagged results just discussed, OPAL [14] has presented fully flavor separated "data" in terms of "probabilities" η H i (x p , s) for a quark flavor i = q +q to produce a "jet" containing the hadron H with a momentum fraction z larger than x p . Needless to say, that these results are even more difficult to interpret within pQCD beyond the LO and should not be taken to literally. To take this into account we assign an up to 10% normalization uncertainty to the OPAL tagging probabilities η H i [14] in the fit. Nevertheless some tension with other data sets remains, in particular for η H c and η H b , as will be discussed below. In our analysis we interpret the OPAL results as
where the subscript i = q denotes that in Eqs. (7)- (10) all sums only include the specific quark flavor i.
To further constrain the fragmentation of different flavors, as well as too separate favored (valence) and unfavored (sea) fragmentation, we include experimental information from SIDIS, see Sec. II C. More specifically, we make use of (preliminary) charged pion and kaon multiplicities from the HERMES experiment [18] . These data also provide an important consistency check of the flavor separation obtained from flavor tagged SIA "data", as well as of pQCD scale evolution (2) since they refer to much lower scales
In the χ 2 minimization we have to account for the fact that the SIDIS data are taken in certain bins of z and Q 2 [18] , whereas the theoretical estimates (11) are computed for the center of each bin. We estimate the corresponding uncertainty as the maximal variation of the cross section within each particular bin, see Figs. 4 and 13 below, and add it in quadrature to δE i in Eq. (21) . In case of charged kaon multiplicities, we allow for an additional 5% uncertainty to account for a possible inadequacy of the massless approximation.
A wealth of new data on single-inclusive hadron production from RHIC experiments [19, 20, 21, 22] have also been included in our global analysis. These encompass the p T spectrum of neutral pions at central rapidities |η| ≤ 0.35 by PHENIX [19] and at three different forward rapidities η = 3.3, 3.8, and 4.0 by STAR [20] . For the latter we exclude the most forward bin, η = 4.0, from the fit as it has large theoretical uncertainties due the small p T values probed. BRAHMS has very recently published p T spectra for identified charged pions and kaons at two values of (forward) rapidities η = 2.95 and 3.3 [21] of which we use only the former in the fit for similar reasons as above for STAR. In addition, there are data on K 0 S production at central rapidities |η| ≤ 0.5 from STAR [22] . To accommodate the K 0 S data in the fit, we assume that
For all hadronic data from RHIC, an additional 5% error is assigned in quadrature to δE i in evaluations of χ 2 in Eq. (21) as a rather conservative estimate of the theoretical uncertainties related to the choice of the factorization and renormalization scales in (14) .
To ease possible tensions between certain data sets, we allow the data to "float" within the normalization uncertainties quoted by each experiment. More precisely, in addition to the O(20) parameters describing the fragmentation functions in (15), we also fit a set of relative normalization factors for each experiment in the χ 2 minimization to determine the optimum fit. We note that the possibility of normalization uncertainties has been not addressed in all previous analysis of SIA data [7, 8, 9, 10] .
C. Mellin Technique
The integro-differential evolution equations (2) can be straightforwardly solved analytically in Mellin n-moment space along the lines described, e.g., in Ref. [39] . The Mellin moments of, for instance, the fragmentation functions
2 ), are defined as
and can be expressed in terms of Euler Beta functions for our ansatz (15) at scale µ 0 . The relevant moments of the evolution kernels P (T ) ij (n) are given in [40] . The evolved fragmentation functions in z-space are re-obtained by an inverse Mellin transform given by
where C n denotes an appropriately chosen contour in the complex n plane. The property that numerically very time-consuming convolutions in z-space factorize into simple products under Mellin moments makes them also an ideal tool to compute cross sections. Also "plus distributions", which regularize singularities as z → 1, are much easier to handle. For the SIA cross section (7) - (10) the virtue of Mellin moments is immediately obvious since they can be taken analytically for the hard scattering coefficient functions C 1,L q,g and can be found in Ref. [40] . We note that also the "tagging probabilities" η H i in Eq. (22) as obtained by OPAL [14] can be straightforwardly computed in Mellin moment space The direct use of the SIDIS cross section (11)- (13) in our global analysis would be rather time-consuming and awkward though not impossible since the partonic coefficient functions C 1,L ij are still fairly simple. Again, transforming Eqs. (11)- (13) to Mellin space is much more appropriate in extensive numerical analyses. As for SIA, the Mellin moments of the coefficient functions can be taken completely analytically and can be found in [29, 41] . Since the C 1,L ij depend both on x and z, a double Mellin transform is required for SIDIS:
where the dependence on the factorization and renormalization scales is suppressed in (26) . Upon combining the C (1,L) ij (n, m) with the appropriate n and m moments of the evolved parton densities f i (n, Q 2 ) and fragmentation
2 ), respectively, the SIDIS cross section is obtained by a numerical fast double inverse Mellin transform as described in [41] .
For the much more complex and lengthy partonic hard cross sections entering a calculation of hadronic cross sections, Eq. (14), at NLO accuracy, Mellin moments can no longer be computed analytically. Nevertheless it is in the analysis of hadron-hadron collision data where the Mellin moment technique exhibits its full potential and usefulness [41, 42] . The crucial, but simple, "trick" in applying Mellin moments to Eq. (14) is to express the fragmentation functions D defined in Eq. (24) . One subsequently interchanges integrations and arrives schematically at
One can now pre-calculate the quantities dσ (27) , which do not depend on the fragmentation functions D H c (n), prior to the fit for each contributing combination of single-inclusive subprocesses producing a certain parton c and in each experimental bin. We emphasize that in this way all the tedious and time-consuming integrations are already dealt with.
The inverse Mellin transformation, which finally links the moments of the fitted fragmentation functions with the pre-calculated dσ c ab (n), of course still needs to be performed in each step of the fitting procedure. However, the integration over n is extremely fast to perform by choosing the values for n on the contour C n in (27) simply as the supports for a Gaussian integration. The point here is that the integrand in n falls off very rapidly as |n| increases along the contour for two reasons: first, each fragmentation function is expected to fall off at least as a power (1 − z) β , β ≥ 1, at large z, which in moment space converts into a fall-off of ∼ 1/n β+1 or higher. Secondly, we may choose a contour C n that is bent by an angle with respect to the standard vertical direction such that for large |n|, (z) −n decreases exponentially along the contour [41] . This greatly improves the numerical convergence of the calculation of the dσ c ab (n) in Eq. (27) and also gives them a rapid fall-off at large arguments. We note that for all practical purposes of our global analysis between 64 and 92 n moments of dσ c ab (n) are sufficient to reproduce the cross section (14) to an accuracy of much better than 1% for all data points used in the fit.
The crucial asset of the Mellin method is the speed at which one can calculate the full hadronic cross section at NLO without approximations, once the moments dσ c ab (n) have been pre-calculated. To give an example, a full NLO computation of all 78 data points from RHIC used in the analysis of the pion fragmentation functions takes much less than 0.1 second as compared to several minutes using Eq. (14) directly. Since a few thousand evaluations of each data point are required in course of the χ 2 minimization, this clearly shows the value of using Mellin moments.
D. Uncertainties: Lagrange Multiplier Technique
The most difficult but crucial issue to be addressed in a global analysis is the estimate of the uncertainties in the extraction of the individual fragmentation functions D [23, 36, 43] , where the number and precision of the data available is much more significant. A reliable estimate of the errors arising from PDFs in predictions for observables related to, e.g., new physics or Higgs boson searches at CERN-LHC is of utmost importance.
The possible sources of uncertainties for parton densities or fragmentation functions can be classified into those associated with experimental errors on the data, and those related to theoretical or phenomenological assumptions in the global fitting procedure. The latter include, for example, higher order QCD effects in the analyzed cross sections and their scale dependence, the particular choice of the parametric form of the distributions at the initial scale, and other model assumptions such as flavor and charge conjugation symmetries. Clearly, while the first category is usually under control, the second one is particularly difficult to quantify.
Many strategies have been conceived and explored in order to assess the uncertainties of PDFs and their propagation to observables, specially those associated with experimental errors in the data. These include the "Hessian approach" [23] , which assumes that the deviation in χ 2 for the global fit is quadratic in the parameters specifying the input PDFs away from their optimum fit values. Then one propagates these uncertainties of PDFs linearly to observables. Alternatively, the "Lagrange multiplier method" [23] probes the uncertainty in any observable or quantity of interest much more directly. It relates the range of variation of one or more physical observables dependent upon PDFs to the variation in the χ 2 used to judge the goodness of the fit to data. Specifically, it can be implemented by minimizing the function
with respect to the set of parameters {a j } describing the PDFs, for fixed values of the Lagrange multipliers λ i . Each one of the parameters λ i is related to an observable O i depending on {a j }. The choice λ i = 0 in (28) corresponds to the optimum global fit {a j }, for which
for λ i = 0 deteriorates the quality of the fit to data and other values for the observable O i ({a j }) are found from the set of newly fitted parameters {a j }. From a series of global fits for different values of λ i , the χ 2 ({a j }) profile depending on different values of O i can be mapped out. In other words, this tell us by how much the fit to data deteriorates if we force the PDFs to yield a prediction for an observable different to the one obtained with the best fit O 0 i . The value and practical feasibility of the Lagrange multiplier technique has been demonstrated not only for the highly sophisticated global analyses of unpolarized PDFs [23] , but also in case of polarized PDFs [44] . In Sec. IV F, we will show that the same holds for the analysis of fragmentation functions. Here, the limitations due to the available data are in some sense similar to those we encounter for polarized PDFs: the bulk of the data (SIA and spin-dependent DIS in case of fragmentation functions and polarized PDFs, respectively) neither determine the gluon well nor allow for a reliable flavor separation. In both types of analysis, SIDIS and hadronic data provide invaluable constraints on the parameter space describing the input densities.
In an ideal situation, where every source of uncertainty is well understood and fully accounted for, all χ 2 profiles, including those for the parameters {a j } of the fit, would be parabolic, and the 1-σ uncertainty for any observable would correspond to a change in χ 2 by one unit, i.e., ∆χ 2 = 1. This is, of course, rarely the case, and in order to account for missing correlated experimental errors or theoretical uncertainties in global analysis it is customary to consider instead of ∆χ 2 = 1 a 2÷5% variation in χ 2 as a more conservative estimate of the range of uncertainty [23, 36, 43, 44] .
In addition to the possibility of assessing the uncertainties of parameters a j or observables O i ({a j }), the Lagrange multiplier method allows to elucidate the role of each subset of data included in the fit in constraining a certain quantity. One just needs to determine the shape and variation of the partial contribution ∆χ 2 n of a particular subset n of data to the total χ 2 as the observable changes depending on the Lagrange multipliers. When a given subset of data can by itself determine, say, a given observable O i ({a j }), the profile of ∆χ 2 n w.r.t. O i ({a j }) is expected to be roughly parabolic, with a minimum close to the "preferred" value O 0 i determined by the optimum global fit. However, when a given subset of data does not fully constrain the observable O i ({a j }), its profile w.r.t. O i ({a j }) is either flat or increases (decreases) monotonically without minimum in the range of variation of the observable. In general, constraints on O i ({a j }) in a global analysis result from the subtle interplay of several subsets of data. The combination of the different partial contributions to χ 2 , even of those that by themselves do not show a minimum, define the final χ 2 profile and the best fit value O 0 i , thereby highlighting the complementary nature of a global analysis. For our fragmentation functions this will be illustrated in detail in Sec. IV F.
IV. RESULTS
In this Section we discuss in detail the results of our global analysis of fragmentation functions for pions and kaons. We present the parameters of the optimum fits describing the D
at the input scale µ 0 , compare to the data used in the analysis, and give χ 2 values for each individual set of data used. Detailed comparisons are made with the results obtained in the analyses of SIA data in Refs. [7] and [9] , in the following labeled as KRE and AKK, respectively. Even though we are mainly interested in a precise extraction of fragmentation functions at NLO accuracy, we also briefly present corresponding results of a global analysis performed at LO approximation. The significantly better χ 2 of the NLO sets highlights the importance of the NLO corrections and the limitations of a LO analysis. Nevertheless, our LO sets should be used in calculations of observables where NLO corrections are not available, or in event generators limited to LO accuracy.
A. NLO analysis of pion fragmentation functions
From a first glance at Figures 1-8 , one immediately notices the remarkable agreement between our new NLO fit and data. Experimental results for inclusive hadron production in SIA and proton-proton collisions span several orders of magnitude, and the energy scale of the different processes ranges from 1 GeV to the mass of the Z-boson. This strongly supports the underlying theoretical framework outlined in Sec. II, in particular the fundamental notions of factorization and universality for fragmentation functions.
Existing sets of NLO pion fragmentation functions [7, 9] also give a nice overall description of the SIA data included in these analyses, as indicated in Figs. 1-3 . They fail, however, to satisfactorily reproduce charged pion production data obtained in SIDIS and in protonproton collisions, Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. In addition, estimates for neutral pion production rates in protonproton collisions based on KRE [7] or AKK [9] fragmentation function differ substantially as can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7. On the contrary, our new set of NLO fragmentation functions gives, for the first time, a nice global description of hadron production data in electronpositron, lepton-nucleon, and hadron-hadron scattering, which constitutes a significant and necessary improvement.
The most significant difference between our NLO global analysis and previous extractions of D π i in [7, 8, 9, 10] is the fact that we can now determine most aspects of the fragmentation functions from data rather than being forced to make assumptions due to the insufficient information contained in the SIA data alone. We find that, in particular, the extra freedom regarding flavor symmetry (or the lack thereof) as introduced in Eqs. (17) and (18) Table I we give the set of parameters specifying the optimum fit of pion fragmentation functions at NLO accuracy in Eq. (15) at our input scale µ 0 = 1 GeV for the light flavors and the gluon, and at µ 0 = m c = 1.43 GeV and µ 0 = m b = 4.3 GeV, for charm and bottom fragmentation, respectively. As can be inferred from there, the outcome of the global analysis deviates from the symmetry assumptions [7, 10 ] N = 1 and N ′ = 1 in Eqs. (17) and (18) by more than 10% and 20%, respectively.
Another crucial asset of our analysis is the enhanced (7) with the data sets for inclusive pion production in SIA used in the fit, see Tab. II. R.h.s. "(data-theory)/theory" for our NLO results for each of the data sets. Also shown are the results obtained with the KRE [7] and AKK [9] parameterizations, dashed and dotted lines, respectively. 
flexibility of the initial light quark and gluon fragmentation functions as a function of z in Eq. (15) as compared to the standard three parameter form used so far [7, 8, 9, 10] . This is not only indispensable to accommodate SIDIS and hadron-hadron scattering data but even somewhat improves the quality of the fit to the SIA data. Indeed, upon closer examination of Figs. 1-3, in particular the "(data-theory)/theory" insets for each data set on the right-hand side (r.h.s.) of each plot, one finds a slightly improved overall agreement with data as compared to the, still excellent, one for KRE and AKK; see, for instance, the TPC or ALEPH data in Fig. 1 . Noticeable is also that our fit follows the trend of the data even below the z values included in the analysis. As for KRE [7] , all data below z min = 0.05 are not taken into account in the χ 2 minimization to ensure that the possible impact of small-z resummations or hadron mass effects, see Sec. II A, is negligible. In contrast, the agreement with data rapidly deteriorates for AKK [9] immediately below z = 0.1, from which they choose to exclude data from the fit. This might be linked with the less flexible functional form for the fragmentation functions.
In Tab. II we list all data sets included in our global analysis as discussed in Sec. III B and give the individual χ 2 values for each set. We note that quoted χ 2 values are based only on fitted data points, i.e., z > 0.05 for SIA, and include normalization uncertainties determined for each experiment in the fit. Allowing for relative normalizations in a global analysis within the range quoted by each experiment is a common tool to ease possible tensions between certain data sets. Indeed we find that the global fit considerably improves after taking into account normalization "shifts".
In spite of the nice "visual" agreement between the fit and data found in Figs. 1-8 , the total χ 2 of 843.7 units in Tab. II appears to be fairly large in view of the roughly 400 data points fitted. For the SIA data, the large χ 2 can be pinpointed to only very few data points. Due to extremely high precision of the data on the Z-resonance, any deviation between data and theory is strongly penalized in the χ 2 evaluation and results in an overall χ 2 per degree of freedom which is rather large. This is a common "characteristic" of all extractions of fragmentation function made so far [7, 8, 9, 10] . We also wish to point out, that there is a tension between the behavior of the DELPHI data at large z and those of all the other data sets at Q = M Z which cannot be resolved by the fit, see Figs. 1-3. The in general larger χ 2 values of the heavy flavor, in particular bottom quark, tagged SIA cross sections in Fig. 3 might be related to some extent to contaminations from weak decays.
We will further scrutinize the quality of the fit to the SIDIS and hadronic data in the following. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the agreement between the (preliminary) charged pion multiplicities in SIDIS from the HERMES experiment [18] and the results of our fit is remarkably good. The theoretical estimates for the multiplicities are computed using PDFs from Ref. [36] as input in Eq. (12), although no significant differences are found using other [18] . Also shown are the results obtained with the KRE [7] parametrization. R.h.s. "(data-theory)/theory" for our NLO results, open and full circles denote π + and π − multiplicities, respectively. The shaded bands indicate estimates of theoretical uncertainties due to finite bin-size effects (see text). upper panels comparison of our NLO results for single-inclusive charged pion production pp → π ± X at rapidity η = 2.95 (solid lines) with BRAHMS data [21] using µ f = µr = pT . Also shown are the results obtained with the KRE [7] parametrization (dashed lines). The shaded bands indicate theoretical uncertainties when all scales are varied in the range pT /2 ≤ µ f = µr ≤ 2pT . lower panels "(data-theory)/theory" for our NLO results. modern sets, e.g., [6] .
The fit not only reproduces accurately the normalization in each z-bin for both π + and π − , but also the "scaling violations" in Q 2 , which are rather large at the low scales involved in the experiment. Using the KRE fragmentation functions instead, also nicely reproduces the data in the z bins up to 0.6 for the π + multiplicities but considerably overshoots all π − data, indicating that the assumed favored/unfavored separation [7 
is not accurate enough. We note that AKK [9] refrains from imposing any assumptions in their fit, which are beyond what can be obtained from SIA data. Hence, the AKK (and also KKP [8] ) sets cannot be used in theoretical calculations whenever the experiment discriminates between positively or negatively charged pions (or kaons). This, of course, seriously restricts the potential applications and testability of these sets.
Again, as can be inferred from Tab. II, the individual χ 2 from SIDIS is fairly large, in particular for the π − multiplicities. As in SIA, these data are based on a sample with high statistics and hence the accuracy of the data is very good. As before, any deviations between theory and data are severely punished by a large contribution to χ 2 . It is mainly the bin at the largest z which makes all the trouble and contributes most to the total χ 2 . The optimum fit already "negotiates" the best compromise in describing these data. As mentioned in Sec. III B, we include an estimate of the theoretical uncertainties due to finite bin-size effects in the χ 2 minimization. These are indicated by the shaded bands on the r.h.s. of Fig. 4 . We also note, that we do not include the first data point in each z bin in the fit as the scale Q almost coincides with the already low input scale of our fit. In general, one may wonder about possible contaminations from, say, higher twists at the low Q 2 values accessible by HERMES. However, we do not find any indications that the SIDIS data are incompatible with the other data sets in our global analysis.
In Figs. 5 -7 we compare the results of our fit to recent data from proton-proton collisions at √ s = 200 GeV at RHIC. A general characteristics of all hadronic data is a large theoretical uncertainty associated with the choice of the arbitrary factorization and renormalization scales µ f and µ r , respectively, in Eq. (14) . Although largely reduced when going from the LO to the NLO approximation for the pp → πX cross section, as demonstrated in [25, 33] , theoretical errors remain much more sizable than experimental errors. For our analysis we choose the transverse momentum of the produced pion as the hard scale, i.e., µ f = µ r = p T , which yields a very good overall description at both central and forward rapidities. "usual" range p T /2 ≤ µ f = µ r ≤ 2p T . In spite of the large uncertainties, the value of the [7] and AKK [9] parameterizations, dashed and dotted lines, respectively.
RHIC data in the global analysis is manifold: data at central rapidities η ≃ 0 and not too large p T are strongly dominated by gg → gX scattering and hence constrain the gluon fragmentation D π g . At forward rapidities η ≃ 3 the mixture between quark and gluon fragmentation is roughly equal. It turns out that for both central and forward rapidities, the fragmentation occurs at fairly large average z 0.5, see, e.g., Fig. 4 in Ref. [45] , where information from SIA and SIDIS is sparse. As in case of SIDIS, the relevant hard scale of the process, Q = O(p T ), is much smaller than in SIA, thereby allowing to exploit evolution effects to further constrain the fragmentation functions.
The charged separated pion data obtained by BRAHMS very recently [21] and shown in Fig. 5 , nicely back up the separation of favored and unfavored fragmentation functions obtained from the SIDIS data discussed above. Another important feature of the BRAHMS and the RHIC data in general, is the failure of the KRE set to reproduce them. As can be seen in Figs. 5 -7, using the KRE fragmentation one considerably undershoots all RHIC data. Only by pushing the factorization scales to the extreme this could be remedied to some extent. This observation has usually been taken as an indication of an inadequately small gluon fragmentation function in the KRE set at intermediate-to-large z and scales of a few GeV. The fact that the agreement with the PHENIX data in Fig. 6 is much better at large p T when quark fragmentation becomes more important, supports this picture.
The recent AKK set [9] (as well as the preceding KKP analysis [8] ) are characterized by a much larger gluon fragmentation function than in KRE and, consequently, leads to a good description of the PHENIX data and, to a lesser extent, also of the STAR data. The latter may suggest the need for an even larger gluon fragmentation function. As for SIDIS, the KKP or AKK sets cannot be used to compare to the charge separated BRAHMS Transverse momentum distributions for neutral pions obtained by H1 [46] in deep-inelastic e + p collisions compared to a NLO prediction using our new set of pion fragmentation functions. Also shown are the results obtained with the KRE [7] and KKP [8] parameterizations.
data. Since the KRE, KKP, and AKK sets are based on the analysis of roughly the same SIA data, the huge difference between the obtained gluon distributions only demonstrates again that a global analysis is imperative in obtaining reliable fragmentation functions. We will discuss the individual fragmentation functions and their uncertainties in some detail in Secs. IV E and IV F, respectively. We already note here, that, surprisingly, the gluon fragmentation function obtained in our combined fit turns out to be smaller than in AKK at intermediate z, 0.2 z 0.5, and only becomes larger at z 0.6. This is indicative of the complex interplay of the information provided by the different data sets in a global analysis.
The remaining data set used to constrain the pion fragmentation functions are the OPAL "tagging probabilities" [14] as defined in Eq. (22). As can be inferred from Fig. 8 , all sets reproduce nicely the "data" for up and down flavors, which indicates that they are already essentially fixed by SIA data. For strangeness fragmentation, however, the sets differ considerably. In the KRE analysis [7] , D π s is completely fixed by assuming N ′ = 1 in Eq. (18), which overshoots significantly the OPAL result for η π s . For heavy flavors, in particular for charm, the agreement is less favorable for all sets. The results for η π c from OPAL are clearly at odds with the tagged SIA data from TPC and SLD shown in Fig. 3 . However, as explained in Sec. III B, the interpretation of the OPAL results beyond the LO should be taken with a grain of salt. So is not surprising to find some discrepancy in our fit where, contrary to AKK [9] , the flavor separation comes not only from the OPAL results but also from the interplay of other data sets, which have a straightforward and reliable interpretation in pQCD. The fairly large χ 2 values we obtain for η π s , η π c , and η π b are therefore not alarming and perhaps even expected. Nevertheless, it is encouraging that the general trend of the data is roughly reproduced by our combined global fit. We have also checked, that the outcome of our analysis does not change, if we excluded the OPAL results from out fit.
Our newly obtained NLO pion fragmentation functions are best tested in predictions for cross sections not included in the global analysis. As a final cross check we therefore compare in Fig. 9 measurements by the H1 collaboration [46] of forward neutral pions in deep-inelastic positron-proton collisions at √ s ≃ 300 GeV with NLO predictions based on our new set of fragmentation functions. The pions are required to be produced within a small angle θ π ∈ [5
• , 25 o ] from the direction of the proton beam in the laboratory frame, with an energy fraction x π = E π /E P > 0.01 and transverse momenta in the range 2.5 < p T < 15 GeV. The observable has been shown to be crucially dependent on NLO contributions associated to the gluon fragmentation function [47] . The nice agreement between the data and the NLO results based on our new set of pion fragmentation functions is reassuring.
B. LO analysis of pion fragmentation functions
For completeness, we have also performed a global analysis of the same set of data given in Tab. II where all observables, α s , and the scale evolution of the fragmentation functions are computed at LO accuracy. We use the same parametrization (15) and fitting procedure as in the NLO case and outlined in Sec. III. The parameters of the optimum LO fit are given in Tab. III.
As it can be immediately seen from Tab. IV, the quality of the LO fit is significantly worse than the NLO one, resulting in a 25% increase in the total χ 2 . Although all individual observables show an increase in χ 2 , it is somewhat more noticeable for proton-proton collision data. This is a sensible and expected result as the NLO corrections are known to be fairly large and important [25, 33] . To make up for the smaller LO partonic scattering cross sections relevant for RHIC data, the most striking difference between the LO and NLO fragmentation functions is found for gluons, while the moments for the quark flavors remain rather stable; cf. Tabs. I and III. In spite of the larger χ 2 , for consistency, our LO sets should be used for rough estimates of observables where NLO corrections are not yet available, or in event generators based on matrix elements at LO accuracy. Because of the limited usefulness of the LO set, we refrain from going into any further details here.
C. NLO analysis of kaon fragmentation functions
Our NLO fits to single inclusive kaon production data as compared to those for pions, reflect the sensible difference in quality of both data sets. Even the most precise kaon production data in SIA exhibit experimental uncertainties typically twice as large as those found for pions. The potentially problematic low-z region is ex- pected to set in earlier due to the larger kaon mass. To be on the safe side, we raise the cut from z min = 0.05 to z min = 0.1. Clearly, one must expect much less well constrained fragmentation functions for kaons. Otherwise the χ 2 minimization proceeds along the same lines as for the analysis of the pion data, and the results are summarized in Tab. V. As demonstrated in Figs. 10 -16 , the overall agreement of our NLO fit and data is again remarkably good. The set of parameters specifying the obtained kaon fragmentation functions at NLO accuracy Starting with the SIA data in Figs. 10 -12 , our fit shows again, thanks to the more flexible z-dependence of the initial distributions (15) and the less stringent flavor symmetry assumptions, a slightly better agreement with SIA data than previous analyses [7, 9] . Also, below z min = 0.1 the fit still follows the trend of the data, which ensures that finite mass effects or the unstable small-z behavior of the scale evolution are still negligible. In terms of χ 2 , none of the SIA data sets, even the ones for heavy flavor tagged cross sections in Fig. 12 , poses any problems. The reduced statistical accuracy of the kaon data compared to the pion data is immediately obvious and also reflects itself in larger fluctuations in the "(data-theory)/theory" comparisons in Figs. 10 -12 .
The biggest asset of our global analysis is again that not only SIA data but, for the first time, also SIDIS and RHIC data are nicely reproduced as is demonstrated in Figs. 13 -15 . It is worth noticing that, at variance with what happens for pions, the HERMES SIDIS data, Fig. 13 , rule out completely the flavor separation assumed in Ref. [7] for kaon fragmentation functions. The prediction based on the KRE set overshoots the data by a factor of two, whereas our global fit shows much better agreement. This is in particular true for the K + multiplicities, which in SIDIS receive the dominant contribution related to the (large) up quark parton density in the proton. The production of K − is linked predominantly to strange quarks and anti-up quarks in the proton, both of which are much less abundant than up quarks for the relatively large momentum fractions x relevant for HER- MES. Here our fit reproduces the magnitude of the K − multiplicities in each z bin, but not the Q 2 slope. In fact, the related χ 2 is the by far largest contribution to the total χ 2 of the fit, cf. Tab. V. The theoretical uncertainty introduced by the size of the bins in the computation of the cross section is also significantly larger than in the case of pions. For negatively charged kaons it is further amplified by the rapid growth of sea quark densities in the proton with Q 2 . Taking also into account that the strange and, to some extent, also the anti-up quark parton densities are not too well constraint, the agreement of the new fit is rather encouraging.
Our new set of kaon fragmentation functions also yields the best description of the BRAHMS [21] and STAR data [22] , Figs. 14 and 15, respectively, which both probe the large z regime, z 0.5, poorly mapped out by SIA data. As for pions, the KRE set undershoots all RHIC kaon data, whereas AKK overshoots the STAR K 0 S data. As before, the AKK (and KKP) set does not allow to compute the charge separated K + and K − yields by BRAHMS. Again, the discrepancy with the RHIC data can be traced back to the behavior of the gluon fragmentation function at large z and will be discussed further in Sec. IV E. Notice again the very large theoretical scale uncertainties for the RHIC data.
The last data set entering the global analysis of kaon fragmentation functions are the OPAL tagging probabilities η K i [14] . In view of the already discussed conceptual problems with these data, the overall agreement with the OPAL results in Fig. 16 is reasonable. The lack of agreement, most noticeable for charm, again suggests some degree of inconsistency with other data sets included in the fit.
D. LO analysis of kaon fragmentation functions
The LO global analysis of kaon production data yields significantly larger values of χ 2 . The parameters describing the optimum LO kaon fragmentation functions are given in Tab. VII while χ 2 contributions are in Tab. VIII. The overall increase with respect to the NLO fit is about 30%, even larger than the one found in the case of pions, and with the most noticeable differences in the partial contributions stemming from RHIC and SIDIS data. 
E. Fragmentation Functions
In this Section we shall present an overall description of the different fragmentation functions D π + ,K + i obtained in the global fit [48] and perform a comparison with the KRE [7] and AKK [9] NLO sets based only on SIA data.
The upper panels of Fig. 17 show the fragmentation functions for positively charged pions at the scale Q 2 = 10 GeV 2 . As expected, the sum u +ū dominates over the unfavored distributionsū and s. At large values of z, there is an important contribution from the valence u fragmentation, while at small z the sea distribution dominates and u +ū ≃ 2ū. In the same limit, it can be observed that the s fragmentation function turns out to be smaller than the correspondingū sea distribution, as anticipated in Sec. IV A when discussing the value of the relevant parameter N ′ . As can also be noticed from Fig. 17 , charm and gluon fragmentation are quite sizable and comparable to the one of the light quarks at small z. This is actually a general feature of heavy quark fragmentation, opposite to the behavior of the usually less relevant heavy quark parton distributions. At this scale, the bottom channel has not opened yet, but the corresponding distribution can be observed in Fig. 18 , where the same functions are plotted at a higher scale Q 2 = M 2 Z . As expected, heavy quark and gluon fragmentation are rather suppressed at larger values of z.
In the middle and lower panels of Figs. 17 and 18, we compare our set of fragmentation functions to those from KRE and AKK, respectively. The largest differences appear for the unfavored quark and gluon distributions and, usually, both at large z and near z min below which fragmentation functions cannot be used. Notice that for AKK, D π + u is not available for comparison and that their analysis is limited to z > 0.1 rather than z > z min = 0.05. Since AKK tends to overestimate the SIA cross-section outside the fitted region, i.e., below z = 0.1, any disagreement there is not surprising.
While the discrepancy with KRE for the light quark distributions are reasonably moderate, there happens to be a rather large difference at the level of the strange fragmentation with AKK. The origin of this disagreement 
GeV 2 for i = u +ū,ū, s +s, g, and c +c. middle panels ratios of our fragmentation functions to the ones of KRE [7] . The dotted line indicates the ratio for singlet combination of fragmentation functions zD π + Σ . lower panels ratios of our fragmentation functions to the ones of AKK [9] ; note that D The most pronounced differences appear at very large values of z for both heavy flavor and gluon fragmentation functions. In the heavy quark case, both SIDIS and RHIC data are insensitive and SIA data suffer from very large experimental uncertainties for z > 0.4 and even conflicting results. Therefore, in that kinematical regime those densities cannot be determined well, and large discrepancies between different analyses are expected. For the gluon fragmentation, the main source of information at z 0.5 stems from PHENIX data at mid and STAR and BRAHMS data at forward rapidity. These are included only in the analysis presented here. BRAHMS and STAR data access the largest z values of all data sets in our global analysis. As was observed in Figs. 5 -7, the KRE sets underestimates all experimental data (for µ f = µ r = p T ), while the AKK set agrees with the PHENIX data but tends to underestimate STAR. This explains the differences in Figs. 17 and 18 between our gluon fragmentation function and those of KRE and AKK. RHIC data tend to favor a significantly larger D Finally, the comparison between the different distributions and ratios in Figs. 17 and 18 also highlights the importance of the Q 2 evolution. Even though the distributions show a much stronger rise at small z when the scale is increased [49] , one also finds a much better agreement between the different sets at Q 2 = M 2 Z , where most of the very precise SIA data are obtained. In other words, the evolution downwards from M Z , were the distributions agree best, to scales relevant for RHIC and SIDIS data, exacerbate the differences between them.
Figures 19 and 20 provide the same information and comparisons as in the previous ones but for positively charged kaons. As expected, the dominant fragmentation in the light quark sector corresponds to the strange distribution. While heavy quark densities are as large as those for pions, the gluon fragmentation turns out to be much less sizable, even though it is still larger than those from KRE and AKK at large z in order to fit the protonproton data from STAR and, in particular, at forward rapidities from BRAHMS. The comparison in the light quark sector shows many similarities with the pion case, but here the discrepancies are more noticeable with the KRE set instead. The global fit requires a smaller contribution from u quark fragmentation, mostly from SIDIS data (distributions like KRE overestimate SIDIS data, see In order to give a clear and comprehensive picture of the typical uncertainties characteristic of the fragmentation functions obtained in the global fits, in the present Section we apply the Lagrange multiplier technique introduced in Sec. III D.
Rather than focusing on the uncertainties of the parameters in Eq. (15) determining the fragmentation functions at the initial scale and choosing a particular increment ∆χ 2 to judge the quality of the fit, we find it much more enlightening to analyze the range of variation of other relevant features of the fragmentation functions, with a more apparent physical meaning, and take these as the characteristic uncertainties of the fit. Notice that the range of variation of the fitted parameters are strongly correlated; the impact of any of them on the behavior of the distributions, or on a given observable, is determined also by the values taken by the whole set of parameters through the evolution equations. Of course, in order to get a precise estimate of the uncertainty in a given observable computed with the set, the range of variation of that particular observable as a function of ∆χ 2 has to be evaluated. As explained in Sec. III D, the result takes into account the complex correlations between the parameters, implies no assumptions on the profile of χ 2 , and allows to consider different ∆χ 2 . In Figures 21 and 22 we show, as an example, the range of variation of the truncated second moments of the fragmentation functions
for x p = 0.2 and Q = 5 GeV, around the values obtained for them in the best fit to data, η H i 0 , against the corresponding increase in χ 2 . In the lowest order, the second moments represent the energy fraction of the parent parton of flavor i taken by the hadron H. The truncated moments discard the low-z contributions, which are not constrained by data and therefore only determined by low-z extrapolation.
As it can be seen in the upper left panel of Fig. 21 , the truncated moment η fragmentation function, the truncated moment is less, but still well constrained within a 5% range for a similar ∆χ 2 . While this distribution cannot be determined by SIA data without flavor symmetry assumptions, it is constrained by SIDIS and proton-proton collisions involving low x contributions, where the u(x) PDF is large, or at high x but their respective uncertainties are found to be quite different as well. Notice that these uncertainties in the unfavored distributions cannot justify the differences with KRE and AKK sets found in the previous Section.
The moment for the gluon fragmentation function, in the lower left panel of Fig. 21 , is restricted to vary by less than 10%, with the constraint mainly stemming from the evolution from the initial scale to the scales relevant for each measurement, rather than from a direct contribution to a particular cross section. Such kind of contributions are certainly present in RHIC data, but only in narrow intervals of z, so they cannot fix the truncated moment for x p = 0.2 by themselves. For heavy quarks, flavor tagged data dominate the fit, and the more precise b-tagged data lead to better constrained moments for D 
The profiles show much more significant deviations from the parabolic behavior than in the case of pions, and the upper bound for the moment of the gluon distribution is much less defined.
Next we further illuminate the role of the different data sets in setting the constraints on the fragmentation functions. In Figs. 23 and 24 we show the partial contributions ∆χ 2 i of a data set i to the increase of χ 2 from its minimum value defined by the best fit against the variation of some selected truncated moments.
In the upper left panel of Fig. 23 it can be noticed that both SIA (thick solid line) and SIDIS (thick dashed dotted line) data define their own minima for the u + u moment, slightly to the right and to the left of the best fit value, respectively, but within the above mentioned conservative uncertainty range of ∆χ 2 = 15. The other data sets fail to develop well defined minima (at least within the shown range), and the final result is a compromise between all of them.
Notice that the failure to define a minimum by a given subset of data may not necessarily imply a weak dependence of the data on the particular flavor that fragments. It may happen because the data cover a limited range in z, while the observable we chose picks up contributions over a much wider range in z. The seemingly contradictory "preferences" of two data sets can follow from sensitivity to complementary regions in z.
The truncated moment for the gluon-to-pion fragmentation function, shown in the upper right panel of Fig. 23 , happens to be well constrained again by SIA and SIDIS data, with their respective minima very close to the best fit result. For η π + s+s , in the lower right panel, neither set shows a minimum and the final result is a compromise. Notice that, here, the most significant contributions are those coming from SIA and the OPAL tagging probabilities.
Partial contributions ∆χ 2 i to the truncated moments for kaon fragmentation functions, Fig. 24 , have less definite preferences, leading to much larger uncertainties. Starting with the moment for s + s in the upper left panel, we find that SIDIS data now fail to define a minimum. This is mainly due to the limited strangeness content in the proton. However, SIDIS contributes with OPAL tagged data to balance the preference coming from SIA data, which is slightly larger than the best fit value. Gluon-to-kaon fragmentation, shown in the upper right panel, is mostly constrained by STAR and SIDIS data. The u + u moment, receiving contributions from the suppressed D Upon the completion of our analysis, a new determination of fragmentation functions, again based only on SIA data but with a careful assessment of uncertainties, was published [10] . There, it is shown that the large differences found between the most widely used sets (KRE, KKP, and AKK) are related to the large z behavior of the fragmentation functions, where the uncertainties are found to be most significant. Indeed, we can see that this is the case for sets based only in SIA data, but the situation is considerably improved in a global fit. In the left panel of Fig. 25 we show, as an example, the partial contributions ∆χ 2 i from different sets of data to the truncated moment for D π + u+u , but now taking only largez contributions, x p = 0.5 in Eq. (29) . Here it can be seen that SIA data, as expected, fail to define a minimum, but the complementary information coming from the other sets, dominated by PHENIX and SIDIS, de- fine a clear minimum, with a well a constrained range of variation, again showing the power and importance of a global analysis. Another interesting difference with the analysis of Ref. [10] is that while they accomplish a good fit to SIA data under the assumption N ′ = 1 in Eq. (18), our global fit prefers N ′ ≃ 0.83. In order to understand this difference, the right panel of Fig. 25 shows the partial contribution to χ 2 for different values of N ′ normalized to N ′ for our best fit. Although the fit clearly prefers N ′ ≃ 0.83, the uncertainty is large, and for a very conservative ∆χ preference for N ′ values smaller than one in our global fit is driven by the OPAL tagging probabilities, not included in [10] .
Finally, we note that projected measurements of hadron production in SIA by the BELLE and/or the BaBar experiments at low c.m.s. energies would open up the possibility for studies of scaling violations with unprecedented precision. Such data should help to further constrain the fragmentation functions and significantly reduce the present uncertainties.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the feasibility of a NLO combined QCD analysis of single inclusive hadron production data for pions and kaons, coming from electronpositron annihilation, deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering, and proton-proton collisions, collected over a wide kinematic range.
At variance with previous fits based only on electronpositron annihilation data, the present analysis includes complementary information from other experiments that reduce significantly the uncertainties of the resulting fragmentation functions.
In the case of pion fragmentation functions, we find that the new SIDIS data provided by the HERMES experiment, effectively constrain the separation between favored and unfavored distributions, a separation that was either not implemented in previous sets or it was based on certain assumptions. The most recent RHIC results provide stringent constraints on the gluon fragmentation function and, in general, on the large z behavior of the other distributions. For kaons, the new data modify significantly the up-to-now standard picture provided by previous analyses. Specifically, SIDIS data rule out the flavor separation scheme hitherto implemented, while RHIC data lead to a new gluon fragmentation function, and thus scale dependences, significantly different over the whole range of z.
The implementation of the χ 2 minimization in our global analysis is numerically fast and efficient and can be straightforwardly expanded to any future set of hadron production data. With the help of the Mellin moment technique, the entire analysis was consistently performed at NLO accuracy without resorting to often used approximations for NLO hard scattering cross sections.
The success of the global analysis performed here, for the first time including observables other than single inclusive annihilation, stands for an explicit check of factorization, universality, and the perturbative QCD framework for the description of the corresponding processes, providing at the same time much more precise constraints on the fragmentation functions. Proton-proton collision data and that coming from SIDIS offer a crucial piece of information that cannot be disregarded and will be increasingly accessible in the near future.
